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Key Takeaways
In recent years, many American jurisdictions have changed their method of voting and awarding
elections winners to “ranked-choice voting.” Ranked-choice proponents promise a slate of
benefits from the system: more honest voting, more options, less polarization and mud-slinging.
Yet, considering hypothetical scenarios as well as recent American elections, we unearth a few
conclusions that deflate the promise of ranked-choice voting:
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

The question of whom voters prefer varies based on electoral system. There are
several methods for designating electoral winners, and different reasonable systems could
elevate any of several candidates in a given election.
Ranked-choice is supposed to invite more perspectives, but third parties already
have a significant voice in American politics. The 1992 Reform Party’s concern for
fiscal responsibility occasioned fiscally conscious moves from both Republicans and
Democrats during President Clinton’s first term, while the 2016 election prominently
featured two candidates (Trump and Sanders) of questionable major party loyalty and a
significant bloc of voters who backed one in the primaries and the other in the general.
Ranked-choice is supposed to give voters more options and make politics less
acrimonious, but a two-party system already maximizes coalition building.
Republican and Democratic caucuses both include voters with different priorities and
necessitate compromise; widening the number of viable parties discourages compromise.
The “majority” winner in a ranked-choice election need not have anything like
majority preference. Americans have deep underlying disagreements about politics that
rule out much true majority rule. The majorities established by ranked-choice elections
hardly deserve the name; in one scenario, a candidate could win a ranked-choice election
despite being ranked last or second-to-last out of five choices by a majority of voters.
Overhauling elections systems invites chaos and mistakes. New York City’s
experience implementing a new system of voting, where they published thousands of
dummy results in the middle of high national skepticism of elections, is the sort of thing
that civic leaders should be at pains to avoid.
Ranked-choice elections delay results. At a time when Americans already dislike being
made to wait longer for results, ranked-choice voting requires the presence of all ballots
before counting can begin. In an age of mailed-in ballots, this means significant delays.
Ranked-choice elections in America have mostly looked like typical ones: plurality
candidates winning and lots of mud-slinging. Roughly 97% of American rankedchoice elections have been won by the candidate who won a plurality of first-place
ballots (in the manner of usual American elections) anyway, while the tone and hostility
of those elections has not noticeably differed from usual ones.
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Introduction
Ranked-Choice Voting has been gathering attention, from its adoption for certain races in Maine
and New York City to commentary on the subject from NPR, R Street Institute, and Time
magazine.i It is a curious topic that cuts across party lines: it defies classification as either
progressive or Right-wing, even as it invites Americans to reconsider the very meaning of voting
and electoral victory. Recent legislative proposals to bring some form of it to Wisconsin prompt
us to examine it here.ii

Ranked-Choice Voting: What is it?
Most American elections are conducted with a “first-past-the-post” or “plurality winner” system,
where voters receive lists of candidates and indicate the one they are casting their vote for. Then,
the candidate with more votes than any other is declared the winner. It’s sometimes called
“plurality” because candidates can (and frequently do) win elections with less than a majority of
votes (which technically means more than 50%).iii
Ranked-choice voting is a fairly different way of electing people, based on the idea that voters
should be able to order candidates by preference and that this will better satisfy the will of the
electorate. There are a couple different versions of it, but the one frequently proposed is a style
called “instant runoff.” In this type of election, a voter would rank candidates by order of
preference—first choice, second choice, and so on. If no one candidate commands more than
50% (a real majority) of the first-place vote, the candidate with the fewest first-place votes is
eliminated and all of the ballots that had had him or her in first place get reallocated to whichever
candidate those ballots had listed second. This is repeated until someone’s vote share surpasses
50% and wins a majority of support.
Our current, “first-past-the-post” way of running elections tends to produce two-party systems.iv
One of the impetuses for ranked-choice voting is dissatisfaction with that system’s flaws,
including polarization, “races to the bottom,” and having to choose between “the lesser of two
evils.” Proponents of ranked-choice promise less polarized elections, more broadly acceptable
nominees and elected officials, and the freedom to vote one’s conscience free from strategizing
or compromise.
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An Illuminating Hypothetical
To really get a handle on ranked-choice voting, it’s first important to explore how “the will of the
electorate” is more difficult to define than it may seem at first glance.
Let’s walk through one hypothetical election. Say that five candidates are running for the 2024
GOP presidential nomination, and the choice is up to 55 electors whose preferences sort them
into six different voting blocs. (This example is adapted from one provided by mathematician
John Allen Paulos in the days of the 1992 primaries.v) There is, for example, one bloc of 18
voters whose first choice is Donald Trump, whose second choice would be Kristi Noem, etc.

In Paulos’s analysis, he explains how different voting systems, all of them plausible, could award
victory to any of the five candidates. In our recreated analysis, Trump wins under the usual
American system where voters cast their ballot for a single candidate and the winner of a
plurality of votes wins the election.
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However, we could also use ranked-choice voting: since no one candidate has a majority (at least
50%, i.e. 28 votes) of first-place support, the candidate with the fewest (Nikki Haley) gets
eliminated, and people who had voted for her have their votes reapportioned to their second
choices: 4 for DeSantis, and 2 for Ben Sasse. Ben Sasse then collects 9 more votes from Kristi
Noem voters (for 10+2+9=21), and finally cleans up when third-place finisher Ron DeSantis is
eliminated and all of his votes go to Sasse over Trump (21+16=37 for a majority); the rankedchoice winner is therefore Ben Sasse.

But there are more systems than just these two—and different systems could elevate literally any
candidate to victory. If this were a primary for U.S. Senate in California or Louisiana, DeSantis
would win: in those elections, all candidates run in the same primary regardless of party, and the
top two vote-getters then run against each other head-to-head.vi And in this scenario, the top two
are Trump and DeSantis, and everyone else prefers DeSantis to Trump (37 vs. just 18):
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Or you could consider head-to-head matchups: Nikki Haley, who is not ranked lower than third
by anyone, is preferred over Trump by 37 voters (a healthy 67%), and over everyone else at
margins of 36-19 (Ben Sasse), 33-22 (Ron DeSantis), and 28-27 (Kristi Noem).
Haley vs. Trump

12 + 10 + 9 + 4 + 2 = 37 > 18

Haley vs. Sasse

18 + 12 + 4 + 2 = 36 > 10 + 9 = 19

Haley vs. DeSantis

18 + 9 + 4 + 2 = 33 > 12 + 10 = 22
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Haley vs. Noem

12 + 10 + 4 + 2 = 28 > 18 + 9 = 27
This results in a pretty strong intuitive argument for Nikki Haley and against anyone else
winning the election: why should Trump or DeSantis or Ben Sasse win if a majority of voters
prefers Nikki Haley to any of them? (This is known as the “Condorcet method,” after the French
mathematician known for popularizing the idea.vii)
Finally, Kristi Noem is situated similarly to Nikki Haley in this scenario―little top-level
support, but a popular second- or third-choice among voters. Under a system that lets voters
allocate points to candidates based on their preference―say, their top choice of five gets five
points, their second choice gets four, and so on―then Kristi Noem would triumph, winning the
most points thanks to her broad support across the electorate. Parliamentary elections in Iceland
incorporate this method, called the “Borda method” after the French mathematician who devised
it.viii

The Popular Case for Ranked-Choice
Turning back now to ranked-choice voting: this particular elections method has been gaining
steam in American elections, becoming the system of choice for statewide races in Maine and (as
of 2022) Alaska, primary elections for NYC mayor, several local elections in California cities,
and some other jurisdictions around the nation as well.ix
The main theme among proponents is that it does away with “wasted votes,” where voters cast
ballots for someone they truly like but who has virtually no chance of winning―Ross Perot,
Ralph Nader, Gary Johnson, Jill Stein. Under ranked-choice voting (RCV), they say, voters have
the freedom to cast their votes to their true preferences knowing that if their selected candidate
does not win but their least preferred candidate also fails to secure a majority, then their votes
will shift towards a candidate with a more realistic choice of winning. No longer will it be the
case that “a vote for Evan McMullin is a vote for Hillary Clinton.”
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This enticement is sometimes coupled with the promise that voters can be freed from the need to
vote strategically. As pro-RCV organization Fair Vote argued, “With RCV, voters can honestly
rank candidates in order of choice. Voters know that if their first choice doesn’t win, their vote
automatically counts for their next choice instead. This frees voters from worrying about how
others will vote and which candidates are more or less likely to win.”x
Proponents tout the benefits for the voters while also predicting a healthier party system.
Here’s FairVote, again: “In non-RCV elections, candidates benefit from mudslinging and
attacking their opponent instead of sharing their positive vision with voters. This can lead to
increasingly toxic and polarizing campaigns.”xi A Houston Chronicle opinion reasoned further:
“Since general election voters would rank all candidates, rather than choosing just one, being a
voter’s second or third choice could be the difference between victory or defeat. This means that
[state representative candidates] Wright and Ellzey, along with their additional competitors,
would have an incentive to reach out to a wider swath of voters. The result would be less
mudslinging within the party and more cross-partisan engagement.”xii
The RCV vision is often contrasted with what could be called the epitome of a “race-to-thebottom” election: the 2016 presidential race. Both Republicans and Democrats experienced
bitter, tumultuous primaries: Donald Trump won the nomination with 44.9% of the primary vote,
the smallest share for a GOP presidential nominee since 1968, while Hillary Clinton’s boost
from establishment “superdelegate” votes angered Bernie Sanders supporters throughout the
campaign.xiii The result was a lot of voters, on both sides, feeling deeply dissatisfied with their
nominee and being made to feel that they had no choice but to vote for them anyway, since the
only alternative was the other side winning.
So, ranked-choice proponents promise to remedy bitterness by rewarding candidates who project
positive energy and build broader coalitions, and to do away with the need to vote for a lesser of
two evils, giving voters the freedom to vote their “honest” preferences. But is this reality?

Revisiting American Third Parties
Let’s revisit the “wasted vote” idea, because the idea that third parties play a non-role in
American elections just because their candidates rarely win significant elections is not
sufficiently thought through.
Tara Ross, a legal scholar on the electoral college, has written, “Third parties usually form when
one of the two major parties is either unable or unwilling to work with a bloc of minority voters.
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This third party, if it is big enough, may be able to impact an election . . . it may be able to win
enough votes in a swing state to shift the outcome . . . if it demonstrates its ability to affect an
election, it usually encourages one of the two major parties to work with it. The result is
compromise and moderation because it is unproductive for either the third party or the major
party to refuse to do so.”xiv
This is not hypothetical. Ross cites as an example the Reform Party campaign in 1992, the most
recent prominent third-party run at the U.S. Presidency: “One of the major campaign platforms
for the Reform Party in 1992 was fiscal responsibility . . . Is it any coincidence that both parties
made a push for fiscal responsibility before and during the 1994 mid-term elections? Democrats
supported a 1993 budget reconciliation bill that raised taxes . . . necessary to bring the budget
back into balance. As the election neared, Republicans countered with their ‘Contract with
America.’”xv
One could also consider the 2016 election in this light. The Republicans nominated Donald
Trump―a man who had been a registered Republican (1987-1999), a Reform Party member
(1999-2001), a Democrat (2001-2009), a Republican again (2009-2011), an Independent (20112012), and, finally, xvi a Republican (2012-present). The Democrats nominated Hillary
Clinton―partially as a result of their establishment, “superdelegates” institution that made the
nomination an uphill fight for Bernie Sanders from the outset; Sanders received tremendous
support in spite of his ambiguous party affiliation. Then in November, about 10% of those who
had voted for Sanders in the Democratic primary voted for President Trump.xvii It was, for both
candidates and voters, an election of strong-willed independents.
Perhaps voters matter whether they realize it or not―and perhaps when national politics are as
tightly divided as they are these days, the influence of disaffected independents and passionate
blocs is at an all-time high.xviii

Ranked-Choice and the Will of the People
The related claim of ranked-choice voting that deserves more scrutiny is the idea that it will
foster cross-partisan engagement. But a two-party system is already a system with maximum
coalition building built-in. The Left today is a coalition of technocrats and the environmentallyconscious, free speech absolutists and speech code proponents, the very poor and the uber-rich.xix
On the flip side, the Right houses interventionists and isolationists, free trade believers and tarifffond protectionists. A system that fosters many parties would give voters more choices—choices
that would be more uncompromising and less responsive to change than those the voters are
currently accustomed to.
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And yet, the promise of ranked-choice voting is that elected officials will appeal to broader
swaths of the electorate and win elections with majorities (as opposed to mere pluralities) of
support.xx But the above example suggests how thin of a guarantee that is: the RCV winner is
Ben Sasse, a man who is voters’ fourth choice out of five 34/55 times. RCV is a system that can,
under circumstances like these, elevate relatively unpopular candidates to victory; and does
winning with such a “majority” really deserve the good feelings and governing mandate that that
word is supposed to suggest?
Alternatively, imagine a personally affable moderate with good communications and a
compromise platform, but who isn’t hardline on any bloc’s key issue. He or she could secure the
second-choice place on every single voter’s ballot―and be eliminated immediately.
Even scenarios where RCV seems to succeed at elevating broadly acceptable candidates come
with the asterisk that putting candidates in order masks any absolute positive or negative
feelings. Suppose five candidates are running to be mayor of Madison—one Republican and four
liberals of different stripes. One of the liberals could break 50% and win a RCV election because
a quarter of Madisonians were fanatic about him and the quarter of Republican Madisonians
considered him the least bad choice, like how Republicans could marginally prefer Ron Kind to
Mark Pocan. But this victory does not exactly embody the positivity associated with “majority
rule,” and it runs the risk of emboldening politicians to act as though they have broader mandates
for their agendas than they actually do.
These, of course, are hypothetical scenarios that illuminate just how slippery the concept of “the
will of the people” is to nail down, regardless of how good a slogan it makes. It’s worth noting
that the characterization of a voting system as “good” or “better” is almost entirely due to the
precise nature of the definition picked. In actual elections, of course, it would be uncommon for
there to be such radically different results as hypothesized above. But there is a quirk in the
results of ranked-choice elections that have already been happening in U.S. elections: by
FairVote tracking, some 97% of them have ultimately gone to the candidate who won a plurality
of first-round first-place votes anyway.xxi (This also happened in the recent NYC mayoral
primary.)
Proponents might object that just because a RCV election went to the plurality winner, that
doesn’t render RCV irrelevant: having RCV in place changes the incentive structures that drive
campaigns and strategies.xxii Still, it’s hard not to see winners being the same almost all of the
time and wonder where the material benefits are—especially looking for them in the most highprofile races. One analyst noted that “The Democratic primary for New York City mayor was a
nasty affair, and there was still plenty of negative campaigning in the 2018 Maine gubernatorial
primary.”xxiii
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Ranked-Choice in the Real World
Everything said so far considers hypothetical scenarios and historical results, but turning to the
future there are (at least) two more practical realities to deal with.
The first is the management of implementing a new system for voting, something that was on
display during NYC’s inaugural RCV primary last summer. NYC election officials released fake
numbers as actual results, having generated 135,000 dummy votes to test their new software on
and then forgot to delete them before real results came rolling in.xxiv And while it might be fun to
laugh at the incompetence of the individuals that officiate NYC politics, that kind of snafu could
happen to anyone overhauling a major system and implementing something new.
The other practical issue that clips the wings of ranked-choice voting is that every last ballot
must be present and accounted for before counting can properly begin and the instant runoff
rounds of reapportioning votes can proceed. All results must be postponed until all ballots are
reported to a central counting facility that can begin processing the allocations and reallocations
of everyone’s votes. This means further delays at a time when delayed results are already on the
rise and, for good reasons or bad ones, inviting scorn and distrust from voters.
American confidence in government and in the reliability of elections have been trending down
in recent decades.xxv Even when RCV systems are explained to voters, research suggests that
support for them does not increase, and single-vote methods are still preferred.xxvi Prudence
dictates that public perception be taken into account.

Conclusion: Promises That Can’t Be Kept
Earlier on, we looked at five different ways of considering ballots. Under plausible
circumstances, voters’ preferences could result in several different winners. And these were just
five of a whole universe of voting options: there are varieties where voters rank only a top x
many candidates (instead of ranking all); Borda counts where voters have a set number of points
that they may distribute at will; “approval voting,” where voters indicate all candidates whom
they would accept, and on and on.
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This policy brief does not conclude that ranked-choice voting is some great evil. It is merely one
of a number of electoral methods, all having their different strengths and weaknesses. At this
particular juncture, though, it is being pushed with promises that it cannot fulfill.xxvii
Ranked-choice voting promises to abate the mudslinging that increasingly characterizes
American politics and to incentivize positive, uplifting outreach. But the vitriol in American
politics stems from deep underlying disagreements about the proper role of government, the
amount of money the government takes out of people’s paychecks, the burdens of steep medical
bills, the impracticality of “controlling” guns, the effective policing of violent crime, the
enforcement of national borders, abortion, and so on. The stakes are high and the battle is
inevitable.
Ranked-choice voting promises to free voters to vote their honest opinions. But, as the earlier
scenario of five GOP hopefuls suggests, there is no voting system that can keep people from
speculating on their compatriots’ choices and voting strategically with those expectations in
mind.xxviii And the cultivation of multiple, less compromise-oriented parties could result in
elected officials who are less responsive to public opinion generally.
A renovated election process will not wow disaffected voters―least of all when one accounts for
the practical difficulties involved in getting it up and running, as well as the necessary delay in
results after waiting for all ballots for counting to even begin.
It’s easy to understand the psychological appeal of RCV. In an age of gridlock and bitter
partisanship, modifying an electoral system is a promising way to actually accomplish
something, effect change, and elevate the whole political environment.
But American politics has enough broken promises as it is. Burning state resources to set up a
system that may not deliver on its promises and drags the electorate along for the ride is an
experiment not worth undertaking.
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